Subject: School environment
Evaluation: 2015/2016
Areas for
Development

Strengths




HOUSE JORDAN

Lots of children’s work in the classrooms
Help desks or stuck stop because it helps us get better ideas
for our work.
Display boards on the corridors

Using the equipment
safely outside.
The toilets could be a
bit bigger for when
year 6 girls get
changed.

Evidence

Priorities for
Development

Teacher
questionnaires
Pupil questionnaires
from our house.

1.

Reduce lost property.

2.

Raise money for more monkey
bars

3.

Maintain school displays.

More monkey bars
outside.
Reduce lost
property.

Summary of action: 2016/17
Priorities for
Development
1, Reduce lost property.

Action

1.

2.

Heads of house to write a rota for
Jordan children to follow. Every
Monday lunch certain children from
Jordan will sort the loss property in
to classes and pass it on to the right
teachers.
Take a photo of the lost property box
and put it on the website- show how
you have improved the size of the
mess by taking a photo of it, every
half term.

Resources required

Rota, volunteers from
Jordan, an assembly to
launch the action plan, a
posh folder to show your
impact.

Sources
of
support
AG

Monitoring
(By whom)

Success Criteria

The school will be cleaner,
the lost property box will
be empty.
In October we will have a
long list of offenders but
by July the list will be
smaller.

2, Raise money for more
monkey bars

1.
2.

3, Maintain school displays.

3.
1.
2.

3.

To research different ways of raising
money for more equipment.
Sell the idea to Mrs Gurner and Mrs.
Adair.
Launch your money making scheme!
Mrs Gurner to model how to assess
displays.
Jordan’s heads to monitor the
displays and show their findings to
Mrs. Gurner.
Heads of House to sort the messy
displays.

Staple gun, clipboard.

AG

More outdoor equipment
in the outside areas.

AG

All borders will be on
displays properly.
Photo evidence of before
and after.

